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Mandala rock painting ladybug

Fun and relaxing, rock painting is a great way to turn something natural and beautiful into something that can be appreciated in a new, colorful way. These ladybug mandalas look impressive, but are simple enough for beginners rock painters (like me). Today I will share something else with you; something that I think is absolutely beautiful; something I wish I could do with it. �
�You probably know by now that I love doing almost everything I can. I also love turning things into something new and useful. So I'm not quite sure why I never tried rock painting. Why paint stones? There are really so many nice things you can do with beautifully painted rocks. They can work as a paperweight or can be used to decorate your garden or house. I've seen them
turned into magnets or even pendants. Children love to play with them, and some happy painted rocks even become stone pets. Others are painted to be used in games like Tic-Tac-Toe. One idea I really like is that some people leave their painted rocks in public places so other people can enjoy them (called The Kindness Rocks Project). People can either look at them,
photograph them and leave them, or they can take the painted rocks on a new journey and leave them somewhere else. It's a great way to connect with other people in a fun new way. When I came across Stacy's painted rocks, I fell in love. They are absolutely gorgeous, so I asked her if she would be willing to do a tutorial for my blog. But I didn't just ask for a tutorial. I asked for
something that would show how to paint a mandala on rocks. I've always been a sucker for the geometric designs of mandalas, and if they're paired with beautiful colors, what's not to love? (That's why I showed you how to easily paint a mandala-like design on fabric.) I was afraid that I might ask something that was too ambitious for a beginner like me (and many of my readers).
I'm sure some of you are experienced rock artists, but I wanted something that everyone could try and be proud of. Stacy assured me that these ladybug mandala designs are simple enough for beginners like me. This was my first attempt at rock painting. How do you think I did that? How did my first attempt to paint stones go? At first I had a hard time finding the perfect size and
shape of rocks for a ladybug. However, after a wonderful, long walk, I found two who I thought were Would. One was rounder, while the other was flatter. I was deliberately looking for more oval stones because I thought they fit the theme better. Since I didn't have a dotting tool, I wanted to dot the colors with a toothpick. I thought I could cut off the sharp end and grind down the
floor. In the end, however, I became lazy and simply used a fine brush that was stored with my acrylic paints. I now I had made the toothpick idea so I could show you the difference. I think that some kind of solid dotting tool probably works better than a brush because I had problems with the brush's hair coming in and doing it in such a way that my points weren't so rounded all the
time. Nevertheless, I think they turned out pretty good for a first attempt anyway - especially since I only had some older, not so big acrylic paints at home. There were places I had to paint on a second layer because my colors were a bit too transparent. They were also not as bright as those in the tutorial. I also didn't paint my eyes in the same way and I forgot to dot other colors
over the middle point. I had problems, smooth, larger circles with my tiny brush and not so big colors. Next time I would hear Stacy and use a pencil eraser and better colors. However, it's about using what you have and making the project unique to you. So now that you've seen mine, let me hand things over to Stacy so she can show us how to do it! She has worked with Create
and Cherish, whose YouTube channel is one of the best sources of dotted painting! Together they share this super sweet project... Thank you, Tracy, for allowing me to be a guest on your blog! I am honored to share this ladybug mandala stone painting tutorial on your blog. The growing trend of stone painting exploded on stage again in recent years, when a very creative lady
took up the trend of writing encouraging messages on rocks and hiding them in their area so that people could find and hold them. She encouraged others to do the same on social media and unnecessarily say that the trend of painting took off from rocks like wildfire. After that, new websites, Youtube channels and books dedicated to the art of stone painting have appeared.
Where can you find stones to paint? Many people collect them from rivers and beaches, but many countries have laws that prevent people from collecting from these places to stop natural erosion. If this is the case where you live, landscaping companies or garden centers usually have a plethora of different types of stones that you can buy. What kind of color is best for rock
painting? You can use any type of acrylic paint. Some colors are thicker than Crafts For All acrylic paint, while others are thinner and drier like Deco Arts multipurpose acrylic paint. Either is fine, but if you use the thicker color, you need to put a few drops of water on the thicker color to dilute it to a dripping consistency, so it can make beautiful points without leaving a pointed peak
on your rock. Do you need a dotting tool for stone painting? No! You can use a doping tool, but it is not absolutely necessary. A pencil, hairpin, bamboo skewer and many others also work well as different sized doping tools. Look around the house and see what you have at your disposal. See how to dip a ladybug mandala painted rock Let's in! Ladybug Mandala Rock Painting
Tutorial To start your ladybug mandala, start painting the entire rock black and let it dry. It works best when your rock is round, but oval rocks also work. You also have to decide on your colors. For these stones, I started the smallest dots with bright colors and dotted to darker colors as I moved outward. If you use a color, you can create different shades of that color by mixing in
different amounts of white. Pencil on the design you can see from the picture where you can easily pencil in the lines. This is not necessary, but it definitely makes things flow easier. Point the face outline Start your points from the highest part of the arc and point down in one direction. Then reload your dotting tool with color and start dotting a new line. Start next to The First Point
and dot in the other direction. The dots become smaller when your color is used up. If you don't have enough color on your tool to follow the line, just load your dotting tool with just a little color. You can also do a few points on paper first until your points are the smallest size you want, then finish the dots on the stone. Dot The Center And The Eye's of Your Ladybug Mandala With
a larger dotting tool (the flat eraser side of a pencil works great for it), set a point where you should be the center of your mandala. Also make 2 large white dots for the eyes. The eyes will have put several layers of color on them until we're done, so be sure you've made it big enough. You can also swipe at this point with a small dotting tool, wire or a wound paper clip on eyelashes
if you want. As you can clear your first dot spread evenly, start your first point with the smallest of your dotting tools and place it somewhere next to the big point. Then put another point exactly opposite this point on the other side of the big center. Next, you'll find the half point between these two small points on the circle and make another small point there. Then set a different
point to this one on the other side of the circle. They should end with 4 evenly distributed points. Now you can decide (depending on the size of your rock) how many points you each of these points to have evenly distributed points around the big main point. If you want to resize the points first, you should paint two rounds with small dots. This in turn also depends on the size of
your stones and your distance. If the gaps between your points are too large, it's time to create larger points to keep the gaps in a similar size. Change the colors on your ladybug mandala Every time you change the color, you can also set a point to the middle point. By which the of the making of ladybug mandala, you should have several different shades of dots beautifully
layered on top of each other to give it a 3D effect. Painting The eyes of the ladybug The eyes were made black with two different shades of blue and one dot. You can use as many or as few blue dots as you want. Just make sure each point is dry before adding another point at the top, or you have a very chaotic multicolored dot. Painting on the white separation dots Our beautiful
ladybug is almost finished. All that remains is to paint some tiny white dots in the more open spaces between the colored dots. This gives extra depth and really helps the colors pop! Subscribe to my newsletter for the latest projects (and recipes)! Paint the entire stone black and let it dry. Choose your colors. It looks good to have the smallest dots in lighter colors and go to darker
colors as you move outwards. If you use a color, you can create different shades of that color by mixing in different amounts of white. Light pencil on the design where the center will be and where you will make the face of the ladybug. This is an optional guide. Well, with paint on a dotting tool, point along the lines that separate the face from the ladybug body. Start from the highest
part of the arc and dot in one direction down. Then reload your dotting tool with paint. Make another point line that starts next to The First Point and dots down in the other direction. With a larger dotting tool (the flat eraser side of a pencil works perfectly for this), set a point where you should be the center of your mandala. Also make 2 large white dots for the eyes. You can also
wipe on eyelashes with a small dotting tool, wire or unwrapped paper clip if you want. Start your first point with the smallest of your dotting tools and place it somewhere next to the big point. Now place another point exactly opposite this point on the other side of the point. Find the half point between these two small points on the circle and make another small point at this point.
Then make another point opposite this one on the other side of the circle. You should have 4 evenly eimped points. Make multiple points between each of these points. The number of points depends on the size of your rock. Try to keep them even around the large main point. Paint two rounds with small dots. This in turn depends on the size of the rock used and your Off. If the
gaps between your points are too large, it's time to create larger points to keep the gaps in a similar size. You can gradually change the color of the color as you work outward. Each time you change the color, you can also set a point above the middle point. At the end of making the ladybug mandala, you should have several different shades of dots beautifully layered on top of
each other to give it a 3D effect. Paint the eyes of the ladybug. The One the photo was taken with two different shades of blue and one dot black. You can use as many or as few blue dots as you like, but make sure each point is dry before adding another point at the top to make it look clean. Paint some tiny white dots in the open areas between the colored dots. This gives extra
depth and really helps the colors pop! When you paint with a dotting tool, your points become smaller when your color is used up. If you don't have enough color on your tool to follow a line where you want, just load your dotting tool with just a little color and continue. You can also do a few points on paper first until your points are the tiny size you want, then finish the dots on the
stone. Mention @thethingswellmake or day #thethingswellmake! I would love to see your ladybug mandala stone painting. You can upload your own image by commenting on this ladybug mandala Facebook post. If you have enjoyed this tutorial, I have LOADS more full-length stone painting tutorials on my own blog of rock painting artists around the world in the series 180 days of
stone painting painting
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